talks were the faint object spectrugraphs and the infrared instruments, In
the first case, the impetus is given by
the current emphasis on cosmological
obse~atlonalprogrammes and the increasing reliability and sophistication of
optical fibres and mwltisli systems. In
the case of the Infrared instruments, the
impetus comes from the rapid irnprovernernt of the performances of infrared
detectors, in particular the number of
pixels, and the perspective of using the
large telescopes at or near their dlffraction limit.
While almost all of the telescopes and
instrument designs were for muKtipurpose observations, one project stood
out: The Sloan Digital Sky Survey is a
2.5-rn telescope (with a 3-degree fleld of
view) whose scientific purpose is to obtain a new sky survey, and to measwe
optical spectra of 1 m l o n galaxies and
quasars selected from this survey with
the aim of getting an empirical description of their 3-D distribution (large-scale
structure) and their cosmic evotution.
The telescope is devoted to the above
Figure 1 1 : Ttm Second-Generation C M Cassegrain Specircgmph is in realrty a &u&le
spectrograph. One am (hereat top left) k MOS, a multi-object ~p8ctmgmphwith a 10 arcmin astrophysical project and does not have
field. The other arrn (bottom right) is SIS, a sub-amemnd imaging spectrograph with e 3 to justify its existence beyond the
arcmin field.
accomplEshment of this project. In that
sense, it bears some similarities with t b
large experiment built around particle
accelerators or the older generation of
resources at their disposal. They will 3. Instruments and Components
radio telescopes.
therefore be faced with choices and
A distant cousin and complement of
cornpromisas. These compromises will
The fourth day of the Conference was this project is the DEEP, the Deep Extranslate into imperfections of the point devoted to the dewription of instru- tragatactic Evolutionary Probe. This is a
spread function (PSf). Among these ments under conshdicn lor 4-rn class spectrograph plannedfar the KwkTele
less than perfect ?SF,which ones will or &m class telexapes with a large scope md which will be dedicated to
M most umful, or best adapted to a fraction of the time given to the in- one task: obtaining the redshift and veparticular type of observations? The one strumentation for the VLT. (Six VLT in- locity dispersion of ld" to f .5x 1o4 faint
with the faintest halo? The narrowest struments are now in the final design galaxies of magnitude up to 23 to 24.
central peak? The maximum strehl stage - see The M~ssenger65, 67.) The spectrograph is in fact made up of
ratio? Simulatjons of obsswations of Present and predicted petformmcss of 4 identical spectrographs at the Cassedifferent objects with a variety of PSF three types of components were also grain focus of the Keck telescope. The
are a prerequisite to answering these discussed: optical fibres, CCD and NIC- spectrographs probe 4 fields dispwd
questions. me answer will depend both MOS detectors.
symrnefrically around the optical axis,
The two largest groups of instruments the central field being used for lV
on the scientific application of adaptive
optics and on technical limitations.
rspresented In the 33 posters and the 18 acquisition and guiding.

Mirror Container and VLT 8.2-m Dummy Mirror Arrive at
REOSC Plant
Within the framework of the VLT primary mirror polishing contract, an
8.2-metre reinforced concrete dummy
mirror was manufactured in Dunkirk by
SOCOFRAM, REOSC subcontractor for
the manufacturing of the dummy mirror,
mirror handling tool and transport container.

Although no ''first light" is scheduled
for this unfortunate brother of the
Zerodur mirrors, it is already experiencing the first steps in the life of a real
mirror. I n d d , the dummy mRor will
serve many purposes:
test of the mirror handling tool;
- test af the mirror container upon road

-

and river transport and upon handling;
- test of the grinding and polishing
machines at REOSC plant;
tests with the primary mirror cell and
structure;
integration tests in Chile.
The two first steps are now com-

-

transport container. Figure 1 shows the
white-painted concrete mirror being
hdd above the transport container. The
curvature of the mirror is clearly visible.
Note the 28 dampers (dark plots on the
container bottom surface) that will
support the mirror and damp the vibrations transmitted by the transport vehicles. The operation was conducted under
conditions much tougher than the ones
the Zerodur mirror will experience (single hook crane, poor adjustment control), and two trials were necessary to
bring the mirror down horizontal and
correctly centred. The Zerodur mirrors
will be handled with three-hook cranes
that allow far better control.
After that vibration sensors were
mounted onto the dummy mirror and
into the container and the box was
closed. The mirror learned patience
while endemic strikes in Dunkirk harbour delayed the ship loading, that finally took place on May 21. Lifting a 36-ton
8.4-m diameter box with a single central
hook seems quite a challenge. However,
crane operations proved much
smoother than expected and the cantainer was lowered down into the cargo
bay without particular problems.
The ship left Dunkirk on May 22 and
headed through the Channel and up the
Seine toward Evry, south of Paris.
According to the crew, it made quite an
impression crossing Paris, river boats
being usuatly much smaller. Last but not
least, it's almost active: the whole cabin
can be lowered down at the level of the
bay roof thus allowing the ship ta pass
under rather low bridges.
While still In the Channel the crew
made tests to feed the vibration sensors
with data the (superb) weather was
seemingly not decided to provide. Full
power manoeuvers back and forwards
reportedly did not generate significant

vibration levels. While going up the
Seine, inevitable shocks occurrsd at the
crossings of locks.

Rgum 2: Unloading of the ship h Evry.

Figure 1: Dummy mirror being lmded onto the transpwrl container.

Figure 4 shows the truck at about
In the morning May 25 the ship was at
the dock in Evry, ready to be unloaded 10:30 p.m., awaiting b escort after bewith a mobile 200-ton crane. Figure 2 ing washed by a light rain. The road
shows the mirror container being un- transport started at about 0 :OD on May
loaded from the ship. With the Zerodur 26. Access to the speedway was slightly
mirrors, dampers will be mounted on the problematic; a few low branches besides of the container to damp possible lieved they could stop the progress of
science. Actually, they were wrong;
lateral shacks.
While in Dunkirk a standard truck was mercy for their soul. Figure 5 shows the
used to carry the mirror to the dock, in truck an the access road to the
Evry the type of truck that was selected speedway.
The speedway was closed for about
for the transport of the Zerodur mirrors
was used. The key feature is the hy- half an hour, the time for the truck to
drautic plafform that allows a precise drive to the exit that still bears no other
control of the container movements. mark than "REOSC Optique". The vibraThe platform can be driven under the tion sensors were fed with data while
container and lifted up to toad the con- the truck was driving at 5, 10, 15,
tainer. In addition, the platform can be 20 kmlh and for a short time at the race
10" (see roll test shown in speed of 25 krn/h. On the road to
tilted by
Figure 3). In the afternoon further tests REOSC plant, the speed was reducedto
were conducted. such as full power walking speed and the flowers of two
acceleration followed by emergency roundabouts faced a dramatic shortcut
braking, or acceleration while driving of their iife expectancy. Upon arrival at
over a 5-cm-thick wooden beam (the REOSC's gate we found a muddy
horseshoe that we officially offered to
beam is still ok).

+

wure 3 u ~ ~ c k - m ~ - rtest
o l l on
p the hydmub platfarm.

7

figure 4: ID:3Q p.m.: m d y to go.

REOSC representatives.
Preliminary observations seem to
show that even during the toughest

Figure 5: 00:30 a.m.: or7 the w3y to REOSC plan!.

tests, the accelerations experienced
were well bdow the critical values for a
Zerodur mirror. This, of course, wHI have

to be ~0nfirm6-dafter the data recorded
by the vibration sensors will be reduced.
That should be done by the end of June.

Introducing the First VLT Instrument Science Teams
J. M. BECKERS, ESO
As described in the Messenger 85,
page 10, ESO has embarked on a very
ambitious programme of instrument
construction for its Very Large Telescope. The simultaneous consbuction
o# four Bmetre telescopes with four
focus stations each as well as combined
foci using incoherent and coherent
beam cornbindion result in the need for
a relatively large complement of instruments, well exceeding the initlal Instrumentation requirements of other
large telssoopes like the Keck telescope. The VLT instruments are being
constructed both in-house by the ESO
optlcal and Infrared instrumentation
groups and by consortia of institutes In
ESO member countries. Recently wntracts have been slgned with a consortium headed by I. Appenzeller from the
Landesstemwarte in Heidelberg for the
constnrctlon of two VLT Focal Reducedspectrographs (FORS) for the
C a w r a i n foci of the first and third VLT
8-metre tetescopes and with a consortium headed by R. Lenzen frMn the
Max-Planck-lnstitut fur Astronomic,
also in Heidelberg, for the construction
of the CoudA Near Infrared Camera
(CONICA) for the first VLT telescope.
These Instruments were described in
the 67th issue of the Messenger, The
instruments being bulk by €SO are the
Infrared Spectrograph and Array Camera (ISAAC) for the first VLT telescope
and two copies of the UltravioleWisible

Echslle Spectrograph (UVES) for the
Nasmyth foci of the second and third
VLT telescopes.
Both the ISAAC and UVES proposals
were reviewed and approved by the
ESO Scientific Technical Committee
(STC). A number of other instruments
are In the definition phase which will
lead to proposals for their construction
to ESO.
These instruments are common-user
instruments bJng built for the scientific
community. They therefore have to be
built following high standards of quali,
reliability and standardization. ESO has
atso decided to create for each instrument a team of scientists representing
its user community (or "custornws").After the approval of each instrument,
either by the signing of the construction
contract or by STC approval, such an
Instrument Science Team Is created.
The IST team monitors the implementation of its instrument, concentrating on
issues relating to its scientific use. It is
asked for its advice on matters relating
to thls use, and it reports directly to the
ESO Director General and the VLT Programme Scientist.
At this moment lnstturnent Sclenoe
Teams have been formed for CONIC4
FORS and ISAAC. UVES was only approved recently (May 12, 1992) by the
STC. Its IST will therefore be created
shortly. The membership of the three
Instrument Science Teams is as follows:

Coud6 Near-Infrared Camera
(CONICA)
T. de Jang (Groningen)
C. Perrier (Grenoble)
M.-H. Ulrlch ESO), chair
H. Zinnecker (WOnburg)

Focal Reducer/Spectrograph
(FORS)
J. Bergeron (Paris]
S. Cristiani (Padova)
P. Shaver (ESO), chair
J. Surdej (LiBge)
Infrared Spectrograph and Array
Camera (ISAAC)

R. Chini (Bonn)
G. Miley (Leiden), chair
E. Oliva (Fireme)
J. L Puget (Orsay)
Each !ST has four members. For instruments bulk by ESO all members are
selected from institutes in ESO member
countries, for instruments b u t elsewhere the IST is chaired by a member of
the ESO scientific staff. These teams
represent the future user community of
these instruments. They therefore welcome your input on scientific matten
dating to these instruments, as doas
the VLT Programme Scientist (the author of this note).

